Day One | A | L | D = Airport Arrival | Lunch | Dinner. Welcome to Paris where you will spend the next six days discovering this romantic city. Upon arrival, a representative will take you from the airport to your hotel. After settling into your apartment-style hotel, enjoy the rest of the day at leisure. Use your free time to walk around the neighborhood, try some outdoor food market, Les Halles. Enjoy the outdoor atmosphere and the scenery. This evening, gather for a Welcome Reception and Dinner. 

Day Two | D | L | B = Breakfast | Lunch | Dinner. Your walking history lessons about the French Revolution begin today. This morning, your expert lecturers and small group will set off to walk in the footsteps of the past. You will begin in the Île de la Cité, known for its historic buildings and riverfront, and follow your expert guide into the Marais, the center of the French Revolution. The Marais means ‘marsh,’ but this neighborhood is much more than just history. See the Galeries Vivienne and learn about the cultural significance of this area. Continue to the historic Le Marais, which contains the Faubourg Saint-Antoine and the historic quarter of the Capitole. The area has more of the city’s many gardens and parks. Find the right picnic patch at Luxembourg Gardens and relax with a perfect picnic ingredients: wine, berries, an oven-fresh baguette, cheeses and charcuterie. Luxury forla la flower market on peaceful Île de la Cité. Spend time procuring the freshest produce and colorful wares from local vendors. Take your time exploring the colorful streets and squares of Le Marais. Be sure to try some of the famous regional treats like apple tarts, mille-feuilles or an ice cream from your favorite local vendor. 

Day Three | D | L | B = Breakfast | Lunch | Dinner. Explore the historic center of Paris on a walking tour of the Latin Quarter. This afternoon, explore a neighborhood bistro where French couples eat and share wine every day of the year. Enjoy a meal and learn about the local culture and cuisine. The evening is free to explore on your own. It’s a great opportunity to absorb the city’s vibrant atmosphere and meet new people. 

Day Four | D | L | B = Breakfast | Lunch | Dinner. This morning’s program is designed to bring you into the heart of the French Revolution. Start your day with a walking tour through the Revolution-era neighborhood of the Marais. Join your expert guide for a walking tour of this intimate neighborhood, once the capital of Paris. This quarter was once the intellectual and artistic center of Paris and is well known for its numerous museums and galleries. The walk is followed by an educational session about the French Revolution. Your journey continues through the 17th-century quarter of Le Marais. The famous Hôtel de Sully is a highlight featuring its Renaissance façade. Hear the haunting story of Joan of Arc, painted repeatedly by Claude Monet, who was born in 1412. Today, the region is filled with history. See the Place des Vosges, a rectangular, walled-in square built from brick in 1606, designed by architect Le Sueur. The square was named for the region of France where the artist’s family came from. Continue to the famous Place des Vosges to learn about the neighborhood’s past and present. This evening, you’ll relax at a Château Bistro in the Marais neighborhood, which is filled with history. You will have a special dinner with your group in one of the area’s local bistro. 

Day Five | D | L | B = Breakfast | Lunch | Dinner. This morning, you’ll explore the collections of the Musée d'Orsay and the Seine. The famous museum houses the largest collection of impressionist paintings and sculptures in the world, including works by Monet, Van Gogh, Degas, Cézanne and Renoir. Although the museum's main focus is on art from the late 19th century, its temporary exhibitions feature works from centuries before and after. As you walk through Musée d'Orsay, you’ll be able to explore the museum's permanent collection, which includes works by Monet, Cézanne, Degas and many other impressionist artists. Afterward, walk along the Seine to see the Eiffel Tower and other landmarks of Paris. The Seine is a picturesque river that flows through the city, and is known for its scenic views and charming atmosphere. The river is lined with beautiful bridges, charming restaurants and cafes, and charming shopping and entertainment venues. It offers a unique perspective on the city and is a must-see attraction. The first part of your day concludes with a special dinner at a nearby restaurant. This evening, you’ll have the opportunity to experience Paris like a local. Start your evening with a special dinner at a Château Bistro along the Seine River. Enjoy the elegant ambiance and delicious cuisine as you sip on a glass of French wine. This evening is free to explore on your own and to make your own significance of this area. 

Day Six | D | L | B = Breakfast | Lunch | Dinner. This morning, you’ll explore the history and culture of the Île de la Cité. This UNESCO World Heritage Site is home to many of Paris’ most famous landmarks, including Notre-Dame Cathedral and the Palais de Justice. Join your expert guide for a walking tour of this historic island, and discover the many stories and legends that have shaped Paris over the centuries. This afternoon, you’ll explore the vibrant Latin Quarter, which is known for its student culture and bohemian spirit. This evening, you’ll have the opportunity to experience Paris like a local. Start your evening with a special dinner at a Château Bistro along the Seine River. Enjoy the elegant ambiance and delicious cuisine as you sip on a glass of French wine. This evening is free to explore on your own and to make your own significance of this area.

Day Seven | D | L | B = Breakfast | Lunch | Dinner. Make the most of your last day in Paris. In the morning, you can choose to explore one or two of the city’s museums or explore one of the many gardens and parks. Enjoy the peaceful atmosphere of local gardens, such as the Jardin des Plantes or the Luxembourg Gardens. This afternoon, you can choose to visit one of the famous department stores and boutiques. The Rivoli Street is a must-see destination for shopping and dining. The street is filled with high-end fashion boutiques, contemporary art galleries and fashionable cafes. This evening, you’ll have the opportunity to experience Paris like a local. Start your evening with a special dinner at a Château Bistro along the Seine River. Enjoy the elegant ambiance and delicious cuisine as you sip on a glass of French wine. This evening is free to explore on your own and to make your own significance of this area. 

Day Eight | D | L | B = Breakfast | Lunch | Dinner. You’ll have the opportunity to experience Paris like a local. Start your evening with a special dinner at a Château Bistro along the Seine River. Enjoy the elegant ambiance and delicious cuisine as you sip on a glass of French wine. This evening is free to explore on your own and to make your own significance of this area.
LAND PROGRAM
September 16-26, 2016
Full Price $4,545
Special Savings $250 Reduced Price $4,295

INCLUSIONS
• User-friendly, comprehensive ColorItinerary
• Hotel accommodations (standard Double, Lunch included)
• Complimentary welcome drink, wine & cheese at the hotel of your choosing
• Complimentary city tour of Paris
• Breakfast daily
• Selected sightseeing
• Metropolitan Transportation pass (use metro like a local)
• Personal VOX listening devices (French)
• Métro ticket package
• Meet and greet at the airport, pull luggage to the AHI Travel Welcome Desk
• Enjoy an extensive meal program, including 8 dinners (excluding wine)
• Attend festive farewell receptions at the first-class hotel
• Explore the city of Dijon, capital of Burgundy.
• Visit the Palace of Versailles with guided access
• Enjoy a visit to the Louvre Museum
• Enjoy a visit to the Eiffel Tower Revolving Restaurant
• Enjoy a visit to Montmartre
• Experience visiting Notre Dame Cathedral
• Visit historic Montmartre and the Sacré-Cœur Basilica
• Enjoy a visit to the Château de Chenonceau
• Visit the Musée d’Orsay

NOT INCLUDED
• Airfare and all services outside of the Guided Tour
• Transportation to and from the gateway cities
• Food and beverages beyond meals included in the itinerary
• Personal expenses and other services not included in the itinerary

INFORMATION
• Depart Gateway City
• Itinerary: September 16-26, 2016
• Flights: Fly at your own expense or choose our AHI FlexAir program.
• Accommodations: Standard Double with Lunch included
• Sightseeing: Selected guided sightseeing
• Transportation: Metropolitan Transportation Pass (use like a local)
• Meals: Breakfast daily, selected meals (8) including lunch on arrival day
• Personal VOX devices: French

INQUIRIES
For full details, visit:
www.alumni.jhu.edu/travel
For assistance, call:
301-328-6000 or 800-323-7373
www.jhu.edu/extramurals

FINANCIAL DISCLOSURE
• Deposit is due at registration
• Balance is due 60 days prior to departure
• Cancellation policy

Arrive: September 15, 2016
Depart: September 26, 2016
Day 1 Depart Gateway City
Day 2 Fly to Paris
Day 3 Arrive Paris: City Tour
Day 4 Paris: Louvre Museum
Day 5 Paris: Montmartre, Montmarte Theatre, Sacré-Cœur Basilica
Day 6 Free day
Day 7 Fly from Paris
Day 8 Return to Gateway City

AHI: 800-323-7373
www.alumni.jhu.edu/travel
and visit Dijon, the ancient capital of Burgundy; the palace and see the Palais des Ducs. Travel on the TGV, France's high-speed train, to Dijon, capital of the region and seat of the Dukes of Burgundy. Explore the historic city on your own pace.

Independent Exploration: Take a break for lunch at a popular café in Dijon and visit the historic site of the Palais des Ducs.

**Day Ten**

**B | L | D = Breakfast | Lunch | Dinner.**

Day Ten: Visit a spacious hotel in the center of Dijon, a convenient location and nearby amenities. Enjoy some time to relax and take in the breathtaking view of the medieval town.

Local Flavor: Take a cooking class or a wine tasting at a local winery.

In Transit: Return to Paris by TGV train. This afternoon, use your Paris Museum Pass. Admire the impressionist masterpieces at the Musée d’Orsay and the Seine River.

Educational Focus: The Treasures of the Louvre. Explore the grand hall of the Louvre Museum and the impressionist movement. This museum is an architect’s dream, and one of the world’s finest collections of art.

Independent Exploration: Visit the Louvre. Learn about the history and culture of France through its iconic masterpieces. Afterward, stroll through the gardens behind Les Invalides or the elegant Place des Vosges. At dusk, stroll along the Seine River and see the Palais Bourbon, the home of the French National Assembly.

**Le Marais**

It is the heart of cultural and artistic life in Paris. An intimate district that many historic buildings, the area is home to a vibrant food scene and a lively nightlife. Discover the charming streets and alleys that make up this district, filled with specialty shops and restaurants. Take a leisurely stroll through the streets and enjoy the art and culture on display.

Educational Focus: The Treasures of Le Marais. Discover the district’s unique blend of art and culture. This area is a perfect place to experience the history and culture of Paris.

Independent Exploration: Go underground to see the eerie catacombs of Paris. Explore the underground tunnels that house the remains of millions of bodies. You'll be dazzled by the heavenly stained glass on a sunny day. Observe the proper culinary rituals, and learn about the French Revolution as you explore the city’s historic sites.

**Paris or Paris Like a Local**

Many European capitals can be seen through the eyes of their locals. This afternoon, set off on a walking tour of the Latin Quarter with a guide. Named for the nucleus of Jewish life, this area is a lively hub of intellectual activity. See the Cordeliers held their debates, visit the oldest outdoor food market, Les Halles. Enjoy the local flavor and culture during four of Paris’ history and treasures, unparalleled cuisine and century-old traditions.

Deepen your understanding of Paris’ soul. Spend 10 nights in Paris and the capital of France’s famed Rouen. The French Revolution.

In Transit: Travel to Dijon, the capital of Burgundy, and see the Palais des Ducs. The famous Musée d'Orsay showcases French art of the 1800s and early 1900s, including works by Manet, Monet, Van Gogh, Seurat, Degas and Cézanne. Using the Louvre Museum Pass, visit the Louvre and see its iconic masterpieces. Afterward, stroll through the gardens behind Les Invalides or the elegant Place des Vosges. At dusk, stroll along the Seine River and see the Palais Bourbon, the home of the French National Assembly.

Educational Focus: The Treasures of the Louvre. Explore the grand hall of the Louvre Museum and the impressionist movement. This museum is an architect’s dream, and one of the world’s finest collections of art.

Independent Exploration: Visit the Louvre. Learn about the history and culture of France through its iconic masterpieces. Afterward, stroll through the gardens behind Les Invalides or the elegant Place des Vosges. At dusk, stroll along the Seine River and see the Palais Bourbon, the home of the French National Assembly.

**France**

**Excursion:** Travel to the VOSGES. Begin your day with a visit to the historic town of Épinal. Continue to Épinal, where the Treaty of Versailles was signed. Followed by a paper workshop, learn about the art of paper folding and see the traditional paper cuttings made here. Return to Paris by TGV train, capital of France. Enjoy some time to relax and take in the breathtaking view of the medieval town.

**Independent Exploration:** Visit the Eiffel Tower, one of the most recognizable landmarks in the world. Take in the views of the city from the top and explore the surrounding areas.

Day Nine: Travel on the TGV, France’s high-speed train, to Dijon, capital of the region and seat of the Dukes of Burgundy. Explore the historic city on your own pace.

Independent Exploration: Take a break for lunch at a popular café in Dijon and visit the historic site of the Palais des Ducs.

**Day Ten**

**B | L | D = Breakfast | Lunch | Dinner.**

Day Ten: Visit a spacious hotel in the center of Dijon, a convenient location and nearby amenities. Enjoy some time to relax and take in the breathtaking view of the medieval town.

Local Flavor: Take a cooking class or a wine tasting at a local winery.

In Transit: Return to Paris by TGV train. This afternoon, use your Paris Museum Pass. Admire the impressionist masterpieces at the Musée d’Orsay and the Seine River.

Educational Focus: The Treasures of the Louvre. Explore the grand hall of the Louvre Museum and the impressionist movement. This museum is an architect’s dream, and one of the world’s finest collections of art.

Independent Exploration: Visit the Louvre. Learn about the history and culture of France through its iconic masterpieces. Afterward, stroll through the gardens behind Les Invalides or the elegant Place des Vosges. At dusk, stroll along the Seine River and see the Palais Bourbon, the home of the French National Assembly.

**Le Marais**

It is the heart of cultural and artistic life in Paris. An intimate district that many historic buildings, the area is home to a vibrant food scene and a lively nightlife. Discover the charming streets and alleys that make up this district, filled with specialty shops and restaurants. Take a leisurely stroll through the streets and enjoy the art and culture on display.

Educational Focus: The Treasures of Le Marais. Discover the district’s unique blend of art and culture. This area is a perfect place to experience the history and culture of Paris.

Independent Exploration: Go underground to see the eerie catacombs of Paris. Explore the underground tunnels that house the remains of millions of bodies. You’ll be dazzled by the heavenly stained glass on a sunny day. Observe the proper culinary rituals, and learn about the French Revolution as you explore the city’s historic sites.

**Paris or Paris Like a Local**

Many European capitals can be seen through the eyes of their locals. This afternoon, set off on a walking tour of the Latin Quarter with a guide. Named for the nucleus of Jewish life, this area is a lively hub of intellectual activity. See the Cordeliers held their debates, visit the oldest outdoor food market, Les Halles. Enjoy the local flavor and culture during four of Paris’ history and treasures, unparalleled cuisine and century-old traditions.

Deepen your understanding of Paris’ soul. Spend 10 nights in Paris and the capital of France’s famed Rouen. The French Revolution.

In Transit: Travel to Dijon, the capital of Burgundy, and see the Palais des Ducs. The famous Musée d'Orsay showcases French art of the 1800s and early 1900s, including works by Manet, Monet, Van Gogh, Seurat, Degas and Cézanne. Using the Louvre Museum Pass, visit the Louvre and see its iconic masterpieces. Afterward, stroll through the gardens behind Les Invalides or the elegant Place des Vosges. At dusk, stroll along the Seine River and see the Palais Bourbon, the home of the French National Assembly.

Educational Focus: The Treasures of the Louvre. Explore the grand hall of the Louvre Museum and the impressionist movement. This museum is an architect’s dream, and one of the world’s finest collections of art.

Independent Exploration: Visit the Louvre. Learn about the history and culture of France through its iconic masterpieces. Afterward, stroll through the gardens behind Les Invalides or the elegant Place des Vosges. At dusk, stroll along the Seine River and see the Palais Bourbon, the home of the French National Assembly.

**France**

**Excursion:** Travel to the VOSGES. Begin your day with a visit to the historic town of Épinal. Continue to Épinal, where the Treaty of Versailles was signed. Followed by a paper workshop, learn about the art of paper folding and see the traditional paper cuttings made here. Return to Paris by TGV train, capital of France. Enjoy some time to relax and take in the breathtaking view of the medieval town.

**Independent Exploration:** Visit the Eiffel Tower, one of the most recognizable landmarks in the world. Take in the views of the city from the top and explore the surrounding areas.
First, a walking tour of the neighborhood, once the “marsh,” but this neighborhood is much more than that. Explore the historic architecture, local shops, and vibrant cafes. This evening, enjoy a dinner at a local bistro.

**Day Five**

**Excursion:** Rouen

Rouen, the capital of Normandy, is a must-visit destination. Enjoy a walking tour of the city as you explore the historic Cathedral of Notre-Dame. Learn about its rich history and architectural significance. Afterwards, visit the Musée de Beaux-Arts to see the stunning collection of Impressionist art. In the evening, enjoy a dinner at a local restaurant.

**Day Six**

**Educational Focus:** Art

Venture to the Louvre Museum, one of the most famous art museums in the world. The museum houses over 35,000 works of art, including the famous Mona Lisa. Learn about the history of the Louvre and the significance of its collection.

**Day Seven**

**Excursion:** Paris and the Seine

Cruise the Seine River on a high-speed train. Enjoy panoramic views of the city and the iconic landmarks of Paris. In the evening, enjoy a dinner at a riverside restaurant.

**Day Eight**

**Educational Focus:** Architecture

Visit the Eiffel Tower, one of the most iconic landmarks in the world. Learn about its construction and history. Afterwards, visit the Arc de Triomphe and the Champs-Élysées. In the evening, enjoy a dinner at a French bistro.

**Day Nine**

**Excursion:** Versailles

Bypass long entrance lines and take a guided tour of the Palace of Versailles. Learn about its rich history and the lives of the French monarchy. In the evening, enjoy a dinner at a royal-themed restaurant.

**Day Ten**

**Educational Focus:** History

Learn about the French Revolution and its impact on modern-day France. Visit the Place de la Bastille and tour the Louvre museum. In the evening, enjoy a dinner at a traditional French bistro.

**Day Eleven**

**Independent Exploration:** Paris

Enjoy a morning in the city at your own pace. Visit some of the city’s museums or explore the historic neighborhoods. In the evening, enjoy a farewell dinner in a local restaurant.

**Day Twelve**

**Excursion:** Bourgogne

Travel to the Bourgogne region and take a boat tour on the Burgundy Canal. Learn about the region’s wine and history. In the evening, enjoy a farewell dinner and toast to your journey.

**In Transit**

**Day Thirteen**

Return home via your own means of transportation.
Day One: 
Depart for Paris, France.

This evening, gather for a Welcome Reception and Dinner.

Day Two: 
Travel like a local by venturing beyond Paris to explore famous sites in Paris.

Live like a local and experience the culture during four half-day Immersion Programs.

Day Three: 
Make Paris your own for a few days. Travelers will stay in a fully furnished apartment in the Latin Quarter with a guide. Named for the Latin nucleus of Jewish life, this neighborhood is much more than a "marsh," but this neighborhood is much more than a "marsh." Explore the heart of cultural and artistic life in Paris – an intimate district that many hurried tours whistle past. Enjoy an intimate evening dinner at a restaurant in Paris.

Day Four: 
Explore France's high-speed train, to Dijon, capital of Burgundy, to discover the town's landmarks, treasures, unparalleled cuisine and century-old history.

Day Five: 
Independent Exploration: Discover Dijon. Learn about the museum and the best way to see it. See the Dukes' Palace, the regional train station, and the historic Church of St. John the Baptist. Enjoy a dinner of French cuisine at a restaurant in Paris.

Day Six: 
Independent Exploration: Discover the Treasures of the Louvre. Learn about the museum and the best way to see it. See the Dukes' Palace, the regional train station, and the historic Church of St. John the Baptist. Enjoy a dinner of French cuisine at a restaurant in Paris.

Day Seven: 
Independent Exploration: Discover Rouen. Hear the haunting story of Joan of Arc, who was burned at the stake in Rouen's central square. This evening, feast on the classic Normandy dish of sole meunière. Enjoy a dinner of French cuisine at a restaurant in Paris.

Day Eight: 
Independent Exploration: Discover the Treasures of the Domes - Soissons - Troyes - Senlis. Learn about the museum and the best way to see it. See the Dukes' Palace, the regional train station, and the historic Church of St. John the Baptist. Enjoy a dinner of French cuisine at a restaurant in Paris.

Day Nine: 
Independent Exploration: Discover Dijon. Learn about the museum and the best way to see it. See the Dukes' Palace, the regional train station, and the historic Church of St. John the Baptist. Enjoy a dinner of French cuisine at a restaurant in Paris.

Day Ten: 
Independent Exploration: The day is at leisure. Enjoy exploring on your own. Visit one or two of the city's museums or explore the gardens of Versailles and the ancient port city of Le Havre.

Day Eleven: 
Local Flavor: Take a back-to-basics history lesson in Le Havre.

Independent Exploration: Enjoy some more time to explore on your own.

Day Twelve: 
Final Farewell: Travel to the airport for your return flight. End of tour.

ACCOMMODATIONS:

CitizenM Les Halles Paris

A hip, trendy hotel that offers trendy accommodation and a contemporary vibe for those who want to feel like a local. The hotel is located in the heart of the city, just steps away from Les Halles, a large shopping and entertainment complex. With shops and restaurants lining the streets nearby, this hotel is the perfect choice for anyone looking to explore the city on foot.

Citadines Les Halles Paris

A comfortable and affordable hotel that offers a convenient location and nearby amenities. The hotel is located in the heart of the city, just steps from the Louvre Museum, Pompidou Centre, Pont Neuf, theaters and des Halles, a large shopping and entertainment complex. With shops and restaurants lining the streets nearby, this hotel is the perfect choice for anyone looking to explore the city on foot.

Citadines Champs Elysées Paris

A cozy and charming hotel that offers a convenient location and nearby amenities. The hotel is located in the heart of the city, just steps from the Arc de Triomphe, Champs Elysées and many of the city's top attractions. With shops and restaurants lining the streets nearby, this hotel is the perfect choice for anyone looking to explore the city on foot.

Day Trips:

Dijon: Burgundy's wine region and historic capital city.

Rouen: Visit the historic city of Rouen and learn about its role in the French Revolution.

Le Marais: Explore the Latin Quarter of Paris, known for its connections to the French Revolution and the arts.

Musée d'Orsay: Discover the famous art museum and the impressionist movement.

Le Palais Royal: A historic palace and park located in the heart of Paris.

Local Flavor: Enjoy a dinner of French cuisine at a restaurant in Paris.

Independent Exploration: A day at leisure. Enjoy exploring on your own. Visit one or two of the city's museums or explore the gardens of Versailles and the ancient port city of Le Havre.

Due to operational conditions, the order of visits may vary.

Day Trips:

Dijon: Explore the historic city of Dijon and its connection to the French Revolution.

Rouen: Visit the historic city of Rouen and learn about its role in the French Revolution.

Le Marais: Explore the Latin Quarter of Paris, known for its connections to the French Revolution and the arts.

Musée d'Orsay: Discover the famous art museum and the impressionist movement.

Le Palais Royal: A historic palace and park located in the heart of Paris.

Local Flavor: Enjoy a dinner of French cuisine at a restaurant in Paris.

Independent Exploration: A day at leisure. Enjoy exploring on your own. Visit one or two of the city's museums or explore the gardens of Versailles and the ancient port city of Le Havre.

Due to operational conditions, the order of visits may vary.

Day Trips:

Dijon: Explore the historic city of Dijon and its connection to the French Revolution.

Rouen: Visit the historic city of Rouen and learn about its role in the French Revolution.

Le Marais: Explore the Latin Quarter of Paris, known for its connections to the French Revolution and the arts.

Musée d'Orsay: Discover the famous art museum and the impressionist movement.

Le Palais Royal: A historic palace and park located in the heart of Paris.

Local Flavor: Enjoy a dinner of French cuisine at a restaurant in Paris.

Independent Exploration: A day at leisure. Enjoy exploring on your own. Visit one or two of the city's museums or explore the gardens of Versailles and the ancient port city of Le Havre.

Due to operational conditions, the order of visits may vary.
T to walking history lessons about the French Revolution. Guides will help us make the most of every moment, from the Palace and Park of Versailles; and the ancient port city of the Latin Quarter with a guide. Named for the "marsh," but this neighborhood is much more artistic than its name. Explore the heart of Paris' soul. Spend 10 nights in Paris and the outlying towns, including a break at legendary Ladurée for Paris' iconic masterpieces. Afterward, stroll upon century of history can leave a rushed traveler breathless. But take the time to stroll upon the banks of the Seine or rest on the grassy Champs de Mars and wait for the moment to watch of the Gestapo and German military. Paris' Jewish quarter had existed in this area since the 13th century. In the Quarter is a neighborhood bistro where French couples linger late into the eve. After breakfast, transfer to the airport for your journey home.

The famous Musée d'Orsay is a highlight, boasting the museum and the impressionist movement. The baroque chateau was the seat of the French Crown for more than 200 years. Transfer to the historic home in Dijon. The rest of your journey home.

The programme described in this brochure is a planned journey. Travelers may experience delays or changes due to weather, special events, cultural calendar, and government policies. In case of a delay, the journey may continue to the next planned destination. The programme is subject to change without notice.

DAY ONE

Arrival Transfer to Hotel | Full Day Free Time | Local Flavor: Cuisine at a restaurant in Paris.

DAY TWO

Day Four b | d

Excursion: Dijon. This historic town was the capital of Burgundy from the 10th century to 1530. The town is filled with history, and its unique position on the crossroads of many important trade routes has helped it maintain its importance. The city is known for its food, with its most famous dish being the pâté. Visit the nearby village of Beaune, home to some of the finest wineries in the region. Stroll through the town, admiring the medieval architecture and cozy cafes. Enjoy a leisurely lunch at a local bistro before continuing on to Dijon. Visit the imposing 14th-century Dijon Cathedral, which is one of the largest in France. Explore the city's art galleries and museums, including the Musée des Beaux-Arts. Finish your day with a visit to the stunning Château de Dijon, with its grandiose architecture and stunning views.

DAY THREE b

Enjoy a historic perspective before venturing to the Latin Quarter. Named for the Latin Quarter with a guide. Named for the "marsh," but this neighborhood is much more artistic than its name. Explore the heart of Paris' soul. Spend 10 nights in Paris and the outlying towns, including a break at legendary Ladurée for Paris' iconic masterpieces. Afterward, stroll upon century of history can leave a rushed traveler breathless. But take the time to stroll upon the banks of the Seine or rest on the grassy Champs de Mars and wait for the moment to watch of the Gestapo and German military. Paris' Jewish quarter had existed in this area since the 13th century. In the Quarter is a neighborhood bistro where French couples linger late into the eve. After breakfast, transfer to the airport for your journey home.


day four b | d

Excursion: Dijon. This historic town was the capital of Burgundy from the 10th century to 1530. The town is filled with history, and its unique position on the crossroads of many important trade routes has helped it maintain its importance. The city is known for its food, with its most famous dish being the pâté. Visit the nearby village of Beaune, home to some of the finest wineries in the region. Stroll through the town, admiring the medieval architecture and cozy cafes. Enjoy a leisurely lunch at a local bistro before continuing on to Dijon. Visit the imposing 14th-century Dijon Cathedral, which is one of the largest in France. Explore the city's art galleries and museums, including the Musée des Beaux-Arts. Finish your day with a visit to the stunning Château de Dijon, with its grandiose architecture and stunning views.

DAY FOUR

Excursion: Dijon. This historic town was the capital of Burgundy from the 10th century to 1530. The town is filled with history, and its unique position on the crossroads of many important trade routes has helped it maintain its importance. The city is known for its food, with its most famous dish being the pâté. Visit the nearby village of Beaune, home to some of the finest wineries in the region. Stroll through the town, admiring the medieval architecture and cozy cafes. Enjoy a leisurely lunch at a local bistro before continuing on to Dijon. Visit the imposing 14th-century Dijon Cathedral, which is one of the largest in France. Explore the city's art galleries and museums, including the Musée des Beaux-Arts. Finish your day with a visit to the stunning Château de Dijon, with its grandiose architecture and stunning views.

DAY FIVE

This afternoon, enjoy a historic perspective before venturing to the Latin Quarter. Named for the Latin Quarter with a guide. Named for the "marsh," but this neighborhood is much more artistic than its name. Explore the heart of Paris' soul. Spend 10 nights in Paris and the outlying towns, including a break at legendary Ladurée for Paris' iconic masterpieces. Afterward, stroll upon century of history can leave a rushed traveler breathless. But take the time to stroll upon the banks of the Seine or rest on the grassy Champs de Mars and wait for the moment to watch of the Gestapo and German military. Paris' Jewish quarter had existed in this area since the 13th century. In the Quarter is a neighborhood bistro where French couples linger late into the eve. After breakfast, transfer to the airport for your journey home.


day five

Independent Exploration: The day at leisure. Enter the Musée d'Orsay to see its masterpieces. After, stroll along the Seine. Paris' Jewish quarter had existed in this area since the 13th century. In the Quarter is a neighborhood bistro where French couples linger late into the eve. After breakfast, transfer to the airport for your journey home.

DAY SIX

Independent Exploration: The end of your stay. Board a river boat and cruise the Seine. Glide past the Tuileries Gardens, Île de la Cité, and the Île Saint-Louis. Spend time procuring the outdoor food market, Les Halles. Enjoy the Musée d'Orsay and Île Saint-Louis, and see the Palais Bourbon, the home of the French parliament. Make the impressive masterpieces of the Louvre museum and the impressionist movement. Visit the famous Musée d'Orsay, housed in a former railway station, to see the best impressionist paintings in the world. Enjoy a leisurely lunch at a local bistro before continuing on to Dijon. Visit the imposing 14th-century Dijon Cathedral, which is one of the largest in France. Explore the city's art galleries and museums, including the Musée des Beaux-Arts. Finish your day with a visit to the stunning Château de Dijon, with its grandiose architecture and stunning views.

DAY SEVEN

Local Flavor: Your central location is a bistro in a historic home in Paris. Independent Exploration: The end of your stay. Board a river boat and cruise the Seine. Glide past the Tuileries Gardens, Île de la Cité, and the Île Saint-Louis. Spend time procuring the outdoor food market, Les Halles. Enjoy the Musée d'Orsay and Île Saint-Louis, and see the Palais Bourbon, the home of the French parliament. Make the impressive masterpieces of the Louvre museum and the impressionist movement. Visit the famous Musée d'Orsay, housed in a former railway station, to see the best impressionist paintings in the world. Enjoy a leisurely lunch at a local bistro before continuing on to Dijon. Visit the imposing 14th-century Dijon Cathedral, which is one of the largest in France. Explore the city's art galleries and museums, including the Musée des Beaux-Arts. Finish your day with a visit to the stunning Château de Dijon, with its grandiose architecture and stunning views.

DAY EIGHT

Local Flavor: Your central location is a bistro in a historic home in Paris. Independent Exploration: The end of your stay. Board a river boat and cruise the Seine. Glide past the Tuileries Gardens, Île de la Cité, and the Île Saint-Louis. Spend time procuring the outdoor food market, Les Halles. Enjoy the Musée d'Orsay and Île Saint-Louis, and see the Palais Bourbon, the home of the French parliament. Make the impressive masterpieces of the Louvre museum and the impressionist movement. Visit the famous Musée d'Orsay, housed in a former railway station, to see the best impressionist paintings in the world. Enjoy a leisurely lunch at a local bistro before continuing on to Dijon. Visit the imposing 14th-century Dijon Cathedral, which is one of the largest in France.

DAY NINE

Independent Exploration: The end of your stay. Board a river boat and cruise the Seine. Glide past the Tuileries Gardens, Île de la Cité, and the Île Saint-Louis. Spend time procuring the outdoor food market, Les Halles. Enjoy the Musée d'Orsay and Île Saint-Louis, and see the Palais Bourbon, the home of the French parliament. Make the impressive masterpieces of the Louvre museum and the impressionist movement. Visit the famous Musée d'Orsay, housed in a former railway station, to see the best impressionist paintings in the world. Enjoy a leisurely lunch at a local bistro before continuing on to Dijon. Visit the imposing 14th-century Dijon Cathedral, which is one of the largest in France.

DAY TEN

Local Flavor: Your central location is a bistro in a historic home in Paris. Independent Exploration: The end of your stay. Board a river boat and cruise the Seine. Glide past the Tuileries Gardens, Île de la Cité, and the Île Saint-Louis. Spend time procuring the outdoor food market, Les Halles. Enjoy the Musée d'Orsay and Île Saint-Louis, and see the Palais Bourbon, the home of the French parliament. Make the impressive masterpieces of the Louvre museum and the impressionist movement. Visit the famous Musée d'Orsay, housed in a former railway station, to see the best impressionist paintings in the world. Enjoy a leisurely lunch at a local bistro before continuing on to Dijon. Visit the imposing 14th-century Dijon Cathedral, which is one of the largest in France.

DAY ELEVEN

Local Flavor: Your central location is a bistro in a historic home in Paris. Independent Exploration: The end of your stay. Board a river boat and cruise the Seine. Glide past the Tuileries Gardens, Île de la Cité, and the Île Saint-Louis. Spend time procuring the outdoor food market, Les Halles. Enjoy the Musée d'Orsay and Île Saint-Louis, and see the Palais Bourbon, the home of the French parliament. Make the impressive masterpieces of the Louvre museum and the impressionist movement. Visit the famous Musée d'Orsay, housed in a former railway station, to see the best impressionist paintings in the world. Enjoy a leisurely lunch at a local bistro before continuing on to Dijon. Visit the imposing 14th-century Dijon Cathedral, which is one of the largest in France. Explore the city's art galleries and museums, including the Musée des Beaux-Arts. Finish your day with a visit to the stunning Château de Dijon, with its grandiose architecture and stunning views.

DAY TWELVE

Local Flavor: Your central location is a bistro in a historic home in Paris. Independent Exploration: The end of your stay. Board a river boat and cruise the Seine. Glide past the Tuileries Gardens, Île de la Cité, and the Île Saint-Louis. Spend time procuring the outdoor food market, Les Halles. Enjoy the Musée d'Orsay and Île Saint-Louis, and see the Palais Bourbon, the home of the French parliament. Make the impressive masterpieces of the Louvre museum and the impressionist movement. Visit the famous Musée d'Orsay, housed in a former railway station, to see the best impressionist paintings in the world. Enjoy a leisurely lunch at a local bistro before continuing on to Dijon. Visit the imposing 14th-century Dijon Cathedral, which is one of the largest in France. Explore the city's art galleries and museums, including the Musée des Beaux-Arts. Finish your day with a visit to the stunning Château de Dijon, with its grandiose architecture and stunning views.
To walking history lessons about the French Revolution and visit Dijon, the ancient capital of Burgundy; the palace heart down cobblestone lanes. We will spread our wings macarons, browse French antique stores and follow your the Seine, smell the roses in the Tuileries Gardens and nights in an apartment-style hotel in central Paris. Cruise trains as you discover Paris and regional gems. Spend 10 introduce you to life in Paris and its environs his immersion program is designed to high-speed train. sites in Paris. 

**Day Two**

**Breakfast**

**Educational Focus:** The History of Paris. France's turbulent history is told through the eyes of pristine Versailles, Dijon and overlying towns, including a break at legendary Ladurée for perfect picnic ingredients: wine, berries, an on Île Saint-Louis. Spend time procuring the sunny day. Observe the proper culinary rituals, ones have time to live like a Parisian and relish

**Educational Focus:** Contemporary Art

**Day Three**

**Breakfast**

**Independent Exploration:** Enjoy some local shopping and discover how Parisians lived under the Arc de Triomphe, the Louvre and churchyards, and you'll come to know its intimate quarters, chat with neighborhood travelers breathless. But take the time to stroll in the world. The iconic architecture, artistic

**Educational Focus:** The Treasures of the Louvre - Glimpsing the Collection in the 18th century, this tour is borne to introduce you to the vast collection of the Louvre

**Day Four**

**Breakfast**

**Excursion:** A Visit to Versailles, Dijon

**Educational Focus:** The Treasures of the Dijon Palace and Park of Versailles; the Palace and Park of the French National Assembly. 

**Day Five**

**Breakfast**

**Educational Focus:** From the Louvre to Dijon: This afternoon, enjoy the Arc de Triomphe square in 1431. Learn the haunting story of Joan of Arc, arguably the world's greatest art collection. The famous Musée d’Orsay

**Day Six**

**Breakfast**

**Educational Focus:** The Treasures of the Dijon Palace and Park of Versailles; the Palace and Park of the French National Assembly. 

**Day Seven**

**Breakfast**

**Educational Focus:** The Treasures of the Dijon Palace and Park of Versailles; the Palace and Park of the French National Assembly. 

**Day Eight**

**Breakfast**

**Educational Focus:** The Treasures of the Dijon Palace and Park of Versailles; the Palace and Park of the French National Assembly. 

**Day Nine**

**Breakfast**

**Educational Focus:** The Treasures of the Dijon Palace and Park of Versailles; the Palace and Park of the French National Assembly. 

**Day Ten**

**Breakfast**

**Educational Focus:** The Treasures of the Dijon Palace and Park of Versailles; the Palace and Park of the French National Assembly. 

**Day Eleven**

**Breakfast**

**Independent Exploration:** Visit Rouen, historic home in Dijon.

**Day Twelve**

**Breakfast**

**Educational Focus:** The Treasures of the Dijon Palace and Park of Versailles; the Palace and Park of the French National Assembly. 

**Day Thirteen**

**Breakfast**

**Educational Focus:** The Treasures of the Dijon Palace and Park of Versailles; the Palace and Park of the French National Assembly. 

**Day Fourteen**

**Breakfast**

**Independent Exploration:** The day is at your leisure. Perhaps you may wish to explore the magnificent Musée d’Orsay. Make the impressive masterpieces of the Musée d’Orsay your own. After, stroll along the Seine to the Arc de Triomphe. Watch of the Gestapo and German military. 

**Day Fifteen**

**Breakfast**

**Educational Focus:** World War II Paris.

**Day Sixteen**

**Breakfast**

**Educational Focus:** The History of Paris.

**Day Seventeen**

**Breakfast**

**Educational Focus:** Slow Paris, Le Marais
Dear Johns Hopkins Alumni and Friends,

Bénéphile Pot] is the first woman to do the complete tour of the fashion industry, leading world events with her past designs and current craft. Her style is both classic and contemporary, which will be seen at the show. She will play a key role in making sure that the show is successful.

You are invited to attend a special event hosted by AHI Travel and the Johns Hopkins Alumni Association. This unique event will take place on [Date and Location] and will feature [Speaker Name], a renowned expert in the field of [Industry/Topic]. Attendees will have the opportunity to hear from [Speaker Name] and participate in a panel discussion with other experts. The event will also include a special reception where you can network with other alumni and meet [Speaker Name].

To register for this event, please visit [Registration Link]. The cost is [Cost], which includes [Attendance Attributes]. Space is limited, so please register early. We look forward to seeing you there!

Sincerely,

[Event Organizer]

---

**LAND PROGRAM**

**September 16–26, 2015**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Special Savings</th>
<th>Special Savings Price*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Full Price</td>
<td>$4,295*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Special Price*</td>
<td>$4,295*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reduced Program</td>
<td>$4,295*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Price includes airfare, hotel accommodations, and all meals. Itinerary and activities subject to change by the carrier without notice. Excess baggage charges for additional or oversized/overweight pieces are expensive and not recommended.

**ACCOMMODATIONS**

- All-inclusive resort package
- All meals included
- All activities included
- All transportation included

**TRANSPORTATION**

- All-inclusive airfare
- All-inclusive ground transportation
- All-inclusive baggage allowance

**ITINERARY**

**Day 1**
- Departing City to Paris
- [Flight Information]
- [Hotel Information]
- [Dinner Information]

**Day 2**
- [Activity Description]
- [Hotel Information]
- [Dinner Information]

**Day 3**
- [Activity Description]
- [Hotel Information]
- [Dinner Information]

**Day 4**
- [Activity Description]
- [Hotel Information]
- [Dinner Information]

**Day 5**
- [Activity Description]
- [Hotel Information]
- [Dinner Information]

**Day 6**
- [Activity Description]
- [Hotel Information]
- [Dinner Information]

**Day 7**
- [Activity Description]
- [Hotel Information]
- [Dinner Information]

**Day 8**
- [Activity Description]
- [Hotel Information]
- [Dinner Information]

**Day 9**
- [Activity Description]
- [Hotel Information]
- [Dinner Information]

**Day 10**
- [Activity Description]
- [Hotel Information]
- [Dinner Information]

**Day 11**
- [Activity Description]
- [Hotel Information]
- [Dinner Information]

**Day 12**
- [Activity Description]
- [Hotel Information]
- [Dinner Information]

**Day 13**
- [Activity Description]
- [Hotel Information]
- [Dinner Information]

**Day 14**
- [Activity Description]
- [Hotel Information]
- [Dinner Information]

**Day 15**
- [Activity Description]
- [Hotel Information]
- [Dinner Information]

**Day 16**
- [Activity Description]
- [Hotel Information]
- [Dinner Information]

**Day 17**
- [Activity Description]
- [Hotel Information]
- [Dinner Information]

**Day 18**
- [Activity Description]
- [Hotel Information]
- [Dinner Information]

**Day 19**
- [Activity Description]
- [Hotel Information]
- [Dinner Information]

**Day 20**
- [Activity Description]
- [Hotel Information]
- [Dinner Information]

**Day 21**
- [Activity Description]
- [Hotel Information]
- [Dinner Information]

**Day 22**
- [Activity Description]
- [Hotel Information]
- [Dinner Information]

**Day 23**
- [Activity Description]
- [Hotel Information]
- [Dinner Information]

**Day 24**
- [Activity Description]
- [Hotel Information]
- [Dinner Information]

**Day 25**
- [Activity Description]
- [Hotel Information]
- [Dinner Information]

**Day 26**
- [Activity Description]
- [Hotel Information]
- [Dinner Information]

**EXPERIENCE FRANCE LIKE A LOCAL**

- [Activity Description]
- [Hotel Information]
- [Dinner Information]

**EXTRA PERKS FOR AHI MEMBERS**

- [Perk Description]
- [Perk Description]
- [Perk Description]

**FOR CULTURAL EXPLORERS**

- [Activity Description]
- [Activity Description]
- [Activity Description]

**COMPLIMENTARY SERVICES**

- [Service Description]
- [Service Description]
- [Service Description]

**EXTRA PERKS FOR AHI MEMBERS**

- [Perk Description]
- [Perk Description]
- [Perk Description]

**FACILITIES AND DESTINATIONS**

- [Facility Name]
- [Facility Name]
- [Facility Name]

**SPECIAL REQUESTS**

- [Request Description]
- [Request Description]
- [Request Description]
Dear Johns Hopkins Alumni and Friends,

Bon voyage! As you prepare for this unique 10-night adventure through France, we’re thrilled to share with you the itinerary for your journey, which is designed to provide a comprehensive experience of all that this beautiful country has to offer.

**LAND PROGRAM**

**September 16-26, 2016**

**PRICING**

- **Full Price** $5,415
- **Special Savings** $5,305
- **Special Savings 2016** $4,540

**Special Price**

- **Complimentary travel wallet.
- Tipping**
- **Services of an experienced Travel Director**
- **Personal VOX listening devices**
- **Sponsors of a cruise on the Seine River.**
- **Métro like a local to expertly guided neighborhood walking tours, exciting excursions and ample free time.**
- **Farewell Receptions**
- **Best of Paris, including major sites and personal gratuities, laundry and dry cleaning; excursions, meals and drinks are included.**

**ITINERARY**

**Day 1**
- *Arrival in Paris.*
- *Hotel check-in.*
- *Welcome reception.*

**Day 2**
- *Visit the Louvre.*

**Day 3**
- *Explore the city of Dijon, capital of Burgundy.*

**Day 4**
- *TGV train ride to Paris.*
- *Enjoy an ultimate flexibility dinner party.*

**Day 5**
- *Bike tour of Paris.*
- *Visit the Eiffel Tower.*
- *Participate in a wine tasting.*

**Day 6**
- *Visit the D-Day beaches.*
- *Spend time in Bayeux.*

**Day 7**
- *Enjoy a visit to the famous town of Mont Saint Michel.*

**Day 8**
- *Visit the town of Caen.*
- *Spend time at the Bayeux Tapestry.*

**Day 9**
- *Visit the city of Caen.*
- *Visit the D-Day beaches.*

**Day 10**
- *Visit the town of Bayeux.*
- *Visit the D-Day beaches.*

**Day 11**
- *Return to the Paris area.*
- *Bike tour of Paris.*

**Day 12**
- *Departure.*

**TRANSPORTATION**

- **Airfare**
- **Land Program**
- **Carriers**

**CANCELLATION**

- **Fees for passports, visas, entry/departure fees, air travel in consultation with one of our experienced Passenger Service Representatives. Airfares will vary, depending on airline, routing and class of service. Specially negotiated air rates are often available.**

- **ALL-ENCOMPASSING COSTS INCLUDED**
- **Any Reason Cancellation**
- **Early Cancellation**
- **Final Cancellation**

**AUTHORITY TO USE IMAGES AND AUDIO RECORDINGS**

- **By completing this trip, AHI Travel obtains, from its staff, or from trip participants, the consent of each participant to leave his/her apartment at the conclusion of each program for group activities.**

Sincerely,

Marguerite I. Jones, A&S ’74, Bus ’88
Office of Alumni Engagement
The Johns Hopkins University

**AMR: 800-323-7373**

www.alumni.jhu.edu
Dear Johns Hopkins Alumni and Friends,

Paris: From the Revolution to the Present

The French Revolution and modern European history are woven throughout the City of Light. From the jam-packed days of the Third Republic to the austere days of de Gaulle, the revolution continues to shape France’s identity as well as the global stage. Explore Paris’ extreme shifts in power through a unique appreciation of the revolution’s role in the history of modern France.

Join us as we travel through time and space as we meet the people and events that changed France and the world. This program is for those who wish to dive deeper into French history and culture. This trip combines the security, ease and value of group travel with the personal attention only a small tour can offer. 

For more information, please contact travel@jhu.edu.
Dear Johns Hopkins Alumni and Friends,

Paris is the perfect backdrop for the French Live-in Language Program. From the bustling city streets to the intimate charms of the countryside, this program offers an unparalleled opportunity to explore French culture and language. Under the guidance of experienced professors, you’ll dive into the heart of Paris and beyond, gaining insights into the city’s dynamic history, art, and contemporary scene.

It’s never too late to join us on this enriching adventure! The deadline to reserve your spot is September 16, 2016. Space is limited, so act now to secure your place on this life-changing journey.

Sincerely,
Marguerite I. Jones, A&S ’74, Bus ’88
Travel Program Director
The Johns Hopkins University